Medicinal Plants Database and Three Dimensional Structure of
the Chemical Compounds from Medicinal Plants in Indonesia
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During this era of new drug designing, medicinal plants had
become a very interesting object of further research.
Pharmacology screening of active compound of medicinal plants
would be time consuming and costly. Molecular docking is one
of the in silico method which is more efficient compare to in
vitro or in vivo method for its capability of finding the active
compound in medicinal plants. In this method, three-dimensional
structure becomes very important in the molecular docking
methods, so we need a database that provides information on
three-dimensional structures of chemical compounds from
medicinal plants in Indonesia. Therefore, this study will prepare a
database which provides information of the three dimensional
structures of chemical compounds of medicinal plants. The
database will be prepared by using MySQL format and is
designed to be placed in http://herbaldb.farmasi.ui.ac.id
website so that eventually this database can be accessed quickly
and easily by users via the Internet.
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1. Introduction

develop simulations and calculations in drug design. The
method used in drug design can be a structure-based drug
design and ligand-based drug design [3]. In the field of
structure-based drug design, molecular docking is a
commonly used method. Molecular docking is a method
which used to predict an intermolecular complex between
the drug molecule with its target protein. When performing
molecular docking, a set of data which contains
information on the ligand or drug to be docked and protein
targets to be used are needed. The information required in
this process include three-dimensional structure of the
ligand and target protein [4].
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Indonesia as a mega-biodiversity center has a second
position in the world after Brazil. Indonesia become the
first position, if marine biota is also included. In our Earth,
which lived about 40,000 species of plants, of which
30,000 species live in the Indonesian archipelago. Among
the 30,000 plant species that live in the Indonesian
archipelago known to at least 9600 species of plants have a
pharmacological activity [1]. In an era of new drug design,
these plants become the basic material to study further.
Screening of pharmacological activity of active ingredients
in medicinal plants is an expensive process, requiring
energy, qualified human resources and require a long time
if done in laboratory experiments using experimental
animals [2]. Attractive chance today is the use of
computers as tools in drug development. Exponentially
increase computing capabilities provide opportunities to

Until recently, there is no database of medicinal plants and
its natural compounds in Indonesia, which presents data
interactively and comes with three-dimensional structure
of chemical compounds. The aim of this research is to
prepare medicinal plants database and three dimensional
structure of the active compounds from medicinal plants in
Indonesia.

2. Design and Methods
This research is done using combination of literature study,
simulation and molecular modeling. The presentation of
the results as a monographs are reported descriptively
through online database prototype. The experimental
design is made as follows:

2.1 Screening and preparing the list of Indonesian
medicinal plants
This study begins with gathering information about the
collection of medicinal plants in Indonesia. Searching of
medicinal plants in Indonesia obtained by literature from
scientific journals, books and websites. This search is then
continued with the selection of plants used as medicine in
Indonesia. Various sources of classic and official books
are used as a database raw data [5-12].

2.2 Searching and drawing of chemical compound
From medicinal plants found in the database table and then
collected data on chemical compounds found in the
medicinal plants. If the chemical compounds found
contained in it, then extended the search to find a twodimensional structure of these chemical compounds. Twodimensional structure of the search query is performed on
the chemical compound database Pubchem [13] or
KNApSAcK [14]. Two-dimensional structure of the search
should be available in specific file formats. In KNApSAcK
metabolite database, available file format is gif file format
to be converted into a file format acceptable to the
program used. Conversion of file formats was done by
drawing two-dimensional structures of chemical
compounds of medicinal plants using Symyx Draw
program. The 2D structures were then stored in a file .mol
format [15].

Fig 1. Entity Relationship Diagram
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2.5 Creating a prototype web database
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Three-dimensional structure is formed using VEGAZZ
[16], a compound modification program. File format .mol
(storage results from Symyx Draw program) or file
format .sdf which have been downloaded from PubChem
(the conversion results with the program PyMOL [17]) are
then included in the program VEGAZZ computer which
will then be processed to form a new three-dimensional
molecule. Formation of three-dimensional structure was
done through several stages. The first stage is to open twodimensional structure that is stored in a file format .mol.
Two-dimensional structures that have emerged in Vega ZZ
view, will then be turned into three-dimensional with the
run command run scripts. Run this script and then bring up
the next dialog box choose the command '2 D to 3D 'which
means the two-dimensional display will be turned into a
three-dimensional. Having formed three-dimensional
structure, save the file with the .mol format. The .mol
format was then converted into .mol2 format using the
OpenBabel program [18].

2.4 Preparation of medicinal plants database.
Medicinal plant database was prepared using MySQL
format. Designing databases using raw data (file. XLS)
which has been established the previous step and armed
with the requirements gathering process, then from there
made it an entity relationship. The following entity
relationship diagram
illustrates
the connectedness
between the data to be stored in a database.

Prototype of web database of medicinal plants and threedimensional structures of chemical compounds was
created by PHP. The user interface is created are the
homepage, the page data and details of species, compound
data pages, profile pages, admin pages, file upload pages,
user pages, search results pages, language settings and
FAQs page. The authorized users are divided into the
categories: administrator, expert and contributor that have
a role to maintain the database via login session. The
common users could also use this database on the website
without login session, but they will have limited access.
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2.3 Generating the 3D structure

3. Results and Discussion
To date data has been collected as many as 3825 species
records, with various local names as many as 16,244
records, and content as many as 6776 record recorded in
the (species-contents) interaction as many as 12,980
records. All of this data is collected from the various
literature and noted the source. Web database prototype of
medicinal plants and three-dimensional structures of
chemical compounds have been created with PHP.
Website address of Indonesian Medicinal Plant Database is
located at URL http://herbaldb.farmasi.ui.ac.id. Initially, a
total of 1412 three-dimensional structure of chemical
compounds from medicinal plants of Indonesia embedded
in the system. The entire database system runs well and
database needs to be verified by the expert users.
The nature of open system allows wide use of plant
medicine for Indonesia database by both the general public
and scientists or other stakeholders from both industry
sectors Herbs / Jamu, government, or university. The
nature of “Open Systems”, a search algorithm and
interactive data presentation allows the emergence of
knowledge systems. Quality assurance and validity of the
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database content can be maintained by the control from the
existing users and the verification from an expert. Thus the
potential for growth and wider utilization becomes very
open. Global utilization is also wide open with the features
of English.

feedback system is a comment feature for species name
and compound name of each entry, which allows for
discussion between users and the objections of an entry.
Authorized users are registered as administrator, expert or
contributor, which each have a role in maintaining the
content in the database. Indonesian medicinal plants
database has a record with default: not verified. The task to
verify the data in the database is performed by the expert
users. This work is an early version of the overall road
map website of Indonesian medicinal plants database and
three-dimensional structure of chemical compounds.
Website of Indonesian Medicinal Plant Database is located
at http://herbaldb.farmasi.ui.ac.id.
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Fig 2. Web database snapshot of list of species
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Fig. 3 Snapshot of 3D chemical structure download page.

The prototype of the web-based interactive Indonesian
Medicinal Plant Database System has been created using
PHP and MySQL relational database. Database contents
can be accessed through a search algorithm using the
species name, alias names or synonyms, local or regional
names, compound name, and usage keywords. Data
species are equipped with photographs that can be
uploaded by the authorized user and the name of the
chemical compound has three-dimensional data structure
in the format .mol and .mol2 that can be uploaded by
authorized users and downloaded by all users. The features
of the contents are made as “open system” those can be
modified, added or deleted by authorized users. The
uniqueness of this system that is also seen as an open
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